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A First Book Of Knitting For Children
Perfect for knitters of all skill levels, eye-catching designs include Grand Slam, Lilac Time, Maidenhair, and others. The book features step-by-step directions for creating over 29 complete projects. 41
illustrations.
Introducing the first official Star Wars knitting book – a deluxe guide to creating over 25 Star Wars knits based on the iconic global franchise. A cultural juggernaut, Star Wars has enchanted audiences
for over 40 years with its classic tale of Good vs. Evil. When A New Hope burst onto the screen in 1977, science fiction was reinvented for a new audience of science fiction fans and Luke, Leia and Han
Solo became household names, along with the terms such as 'lightsaber', 'the Force' and the 'Death Star'. Since then it has shattered box office records for decades, pushing new technology to its limits
and beyond and expanded to included spinoff films, novels, games and much, much more. Star Wars is one of the most beloved pop culture franchises today. Now you can bring Star Wars to your home and style
with the very first official knitting book celebrating the films. From knitted toys to costume replicas you can dress in Luke's Flight Jacket or Padmé's Battle Wrap and pocket your very own knitted Yoda.
Projects include: Toys – Porg; Pocket Yoda; Chewie; Death Star Costume Replicas – Luke Skywalker's flight jacket; Rey's waistcoat and arm wraps; Princess Leia's Hoth Snow gilet; Padmé's battle wrap
Inspired Apparel – The Order of the Jedi pullover; Ewok hood; Starfighter scarf; Lightsaber socks; TIE Fighter hat and mittens; The Millennium Falcon cowl; a galaxy far, far away mittens; Chancellor
Palpatine scarf; General Leia Organa pullover; Anakin's infinity cowl; Yoda mittens; The Rebel Alliance shawl; R2-D2 mittens; Wookiee socks; Darth Vader pullover; Darth Maul mittens; Clone Trooper hat
Home Decor – BB-8 baby blanket; Droid throw pillow set; Villainous mini pullover ornaments
"Whether you want to learn how to knit or you have been knitting for years and want to learn more knitting stitches or to expand your skills, this is the right book for you. Covering a huge and varied
range of stitches, you are able to not just learn the basics of knitting for beginners, but are actually able to expand on those skills or perfect your technique. When it comes to knitting books, you
don't just want a block of instructions. You need pictures and step-by-step, how to knit instructions that walk you through how to hold the yarn and the needles. Knitting patterns are rarely enough to
get you started, especially when you are a beginner. That's why Knitting for Beginners is the ideal book for anyone learning the basics or who wants to improve their ability to follow knitting patterns
and create excellent completed projects"--Amazon.com.
Divided into four chapters, My First Knitting Book includes a difficultyÂ level of 1, 2, or 3 for every project, and comes with easy-to-read instructions and adorable, step-by-step artworks that will
guide you along the way. In Stylish Knits, youâ€™ll find cute little bow hair clips and decorative buttons, a panda hat, fingerless gloves, a keyring charm, and lots more. Cozy Knits has pretty mouse
mittens, an earflap hat, and a cowl. Then you can have a go at some of the Home Knits, and try making a heart cushion or a caterpillar doorstop for your room. Lastly, Fun Knits has cute ideas for toys
and other pretty things youâ€™ll love to make, such as an alien, a rag doll, and a doctorâ€™s stethoscope. Finally, the basic techniques section covers every knitting technique youâ€™ll need to know, as
well as yarns, needles, and stitches.
A noted designer from the region of Scotland's Fair Isle explores the history and techniques of this distinctive, stranded-color knitting style and provides copious illustrated instructions for 14
original knitwear designs.
Simple, clear illustrations, colorful photography, and klutz-proof instructions give the reader the know-how for creating six knitting projects, and comes packaged with needles, buttons, and yarn to get
you started. Original.
“A lavishly illustrated knitting reference particularly strong in its coverage of both basic techniques and more advanced techniques. Garments illustrating techniques covered in the book and a section of
stitch patterns round out the content of this excellent knitting reference that should find a place on the shelves of all public library knitting collections.”—Library Journal. “This is a great
book!”—Knitters’ Forum.
Photographs and rhymes show in detail the basic steps of knitting, with knitting patterns for animals, dolls, pompoms, and a striped ball.
Yarns, Techniques, Stitches, Patterns
A Step-By-Step Guide to Knitting. A Book with Pictures, Patterns, and Techniques to Learn How to Knit from the Basics to a Great Knitter
The Knitting Experience: The purl stitch: becoming intuitive
Kids Knitting
How to Knit
My First Knitting Book
The Knitter's Book of Knowledge
Stitching Together Our Lives in a Fractured World
Knitting for the Absolute Beginner
The Power of Knitting
Vogue Knitting, Revised and Updated
Thoughtful Projects for a Handmade Year

Provides step-by-step, illustrated instructions on the basics of knitting, including the necessary tools, how to knit and purl, casting on, binding off, blocking finished projects, and repairing mistakes, with simple scarf patterns for practice.
Easily learned, low-cost fundamental methods for over 25 distinctive projects, including Rose Leaf, English Crystal, Mosaic, Coronet, Valentine, Celandine, more. Includes diagrams, charts, and photographs of completed articles.
Anyone can knit--and who better to explain the essentials than Vogue Knitting? The magazine's definitive guide to yarn, needles, patterns, and, of course, knitting and purling, features beautiful step-by-step photographs that teach how to
cast on, bind off, and master a collection of stitches. It includes links to video instruction, and more than 20 easy first projects from Vogue Knitting that range from staples like scarves and hats to impressive sweaters.
Your get-started guide to knitting The advice you need to begin a new hobby! Understand knitting basics with this easy-to-follow guide! From casting on and off to performing beginning stitches, this guide helps you discover the joys of
knitting and create hand-knit items for family and friends. Discover how to Select the right tools and yarns Combine knit and purl stitches Make simple projects
The ultimate knitting reference, from the world's most recognized knitting magazine, gets a thorough update--including 1,600 color images and brand-new sections with techniques and designs! First published in 1989, Vogue Knitting The
Ultimate Knitting Book instantly became a beloved resource for knitters. The second edition, released in 2002, further cemented its place as the most trusted knitting resource. The past 15 years have seen many exciting advances in
knitting, and this update encompasses them all. It features an expanded library of cast-ons, increases, decreases, and bind-offs; in-depth sections on newly favorite techniques such as brioche, entrelac, double knitting, and mosaic
knitting; and design and construction chapters that go beyond just sweaters to encompass dozens of options for hats, mittens, socks, gloves, and more than 25 shawl shapes. Comprehensive chapters cover lace and cabling, and provide
even more Information than before on knitters' tools, correcting errors, finishing, embellishing, and garment care to give you a masterly understanding of every stage of knitting. With updated, revised, and fresh material throughout, 65
additional pages, and more than 1,600 photos and hand-drawn step-by-step illustrations, Vogue Knitting The Essential Knitting Book is surprisingly easy to navigate with thorough indexing and footnote cross-referencing. From beginners
needing to learn the very basics to seasoned knitters wanting a refresher on a complex technique, every knitter will cherish this guide for years to come.
Do you want to learn knitting?Are you stuck on how to start knitting?You Are 1-Click Away From Learning How To Start Knitting. Hello! Welcome to this guide to "Knitting for Beginners". So you've made a decision you intend to learn to
knit! Best desires; I believe you have made a great Choice. Discover your one-stop source for everything you'll need to find out about knitting. Have you been using knitting designs and techniques that require you to scratch your mind? Do
you imagine creating handcrafted presents that your household, friends, and consumers will cherish? Are you currently a knitting beginner, a part-time crafter, or an era pro seeking to sharpen your expertise? It might astonish you to
understand that there are simply two stitches that can be used to create any knitted item: the knit stitch and the purl stitch. The knit stitch is a versatile stitch that's among the building blocks for several knitted things. This Booklet
(KNITTING FOR BEGINNERS) is capable of helping a large number of people convert their innovative visions into reality. Just go through and carry out the instructions; it can help you develop the abilities you need to generate masterful
artwork. Knitting is fun and an excellent hobby in which you can knit your clothing, make your design and use it, and undoubtedly a terrific way to utilize your creativity to create profits. If you're still beginning to become familiar with the
fundamentals of knitting, an excellent beginner's guide to knitting will undoubtedly be of great support. The very first thing that will come to your mind may be the things that you'll need to start knitting. The essential ones will be your yarn,
as well as your knitting needles. More precisely, the book will teach you: Introduction to Knitting Supplies and Tools You Need to Start Knitting Complete Diagrams and Fundamental Knitting Techniques Learning How to Crochet Tips for
Avoiding the Most Common Mistakes Standard Patterns for Female, Children and also Youngsters Walk-through for Advanced Strategies Advanced Crochet Stiches Advanced Designs for Women, Children, and Kids This book is different
from others for the following reasons: A wide array of creative techniques and attractive patterns Written with the absolute beginner in mind Step-by-step instructions and photographs Recommendations for preventing the most typical
mistakes So, what are you waiting for? Buy now to join the millions of people already practicing Knitting
Introduction to knitting with easy learn to knit illustrations, fun and simple projects, a variety of knitting stitches and skills. Designed for absolute beginners.
Rethink traditional knitting with this groundbreaking collection of 25 sophisticated patterns for beautiful sweaters, jackets, and accessories from one of the most influential voices in knitwear design. Award-winning author Nicky Epstein
offers knitters of all skill levels adventurous, wearable projects that showcase innovative and clever construction and garment details. From a tunic created by weaving sections of knitting to a pullover featuring braided sleeve details, these
patterns all offer interesting new twists on classic handknit designs. The stitches are easy, but the eye-opening results will challenge the way knitters think about this age-old craft. Each chapter focuses on one type of treatment, including
innovative shaping, weaving, and braiding, directional knitting, or cutting-edge ways to use edgings and colorwork. Distilling her more than 30 years of knit design know-how, Nicky shares all the tricks of her trade in this gorgeous volume.
The Knitting Answer Book
Learn to Knit Six Great Projects
Alice Starmore's Book of Fair Isle Knitting
The Knitting Book
The Friday Night Knitting Club
KNIT HOW
35 easy and fun knitting projects for children aged 7 years +
Second Book of Modern Lace Knitting
Over 250 Step-by-Step Techniques
Simple Knits for Smart Beginners
The History of Hand Knitting
Knitting Reimagined
"In this second book, the authors bring many new skills and a further variety of patterns for both children and adults to make. Each pattern is given with clear instructions and illustrated by artistic
photographs"--Publisher description.
Purl and stitch: Empowering, healing, and reconnecting us to each other and ourselves In a fractured world plagued by anxiety and loneliness, knitting is coming to the rescue of people from all walks of life. Economist
and lifelong knitter Loretta Napoleoni unveils the hidden power of the purl and stitch mantra: an essential tool for the survival of our species, a means for women to influence history, a soothing activity to calm us, and
a powerful metaphor of life. This book is a voyage through our history following the yarn of social, economic and political changes - from ancient Egypt and Peru to modern Mongolia, from the spinning bees of the American
Revolution to the knitting spies of World War II, and from the hippies' rejection of consumerism to yarnbombing protests against climate change. For the author it is also a personal journey of discovery and salvation,
drawing on the wisdom her grandmother passed along as they knit together. Revealing recent discoveries in neuroscience, The Power of Knitting offers proof of the healing powers of knitting on our bodies and minds.
Breaking through societal barriers, even nursing broken hearts, and helping to advance cutting-edge science, knitting is still a valuable instrument for navigating our daily lives. As a bonus, the book includes patterns
for ten simple yet iconic projects that reflect the creative, empowering spirit of knitting, with complete instructions.
"Picking up where The Knitting Experience: Book 1: The Knit Stitch left off, this primer on the purl stitch uses clear, step-by-step photographs to guide beginner knitters through unique knitting projects. A natural
progression of skills is taught, and each skill is punctuated by a knitting project, enabling new knitters to create an entire wardrobe featuring jackets, sweaters, hats, socks, and mitts. The book acts as a knitting
coach, offering advice, anticipating difficulties, and providing rescue techniques. Patterns are presented in an accessible format with ample text, photographs, and line drawings. While this book is written for the new
knitter, more advanced knitters will enjoy the knitting projects as well."
From bean bags to bracelets to a rolled-edge sweater, step-by-step instructions for twelve easy projects introduce the basic tools, stitches, and techniques of knitting.
Learning how to crochet has never been simpler! Enjoy this beginner's guide that takes you by the hand, like a personal instructor, and teaches you how to crochet. With detailed descriptions of materials and tools, the
easy step-by-step instructions for all the basic crocheting techniques will have you creating projects like boas, coasters, and even slippers and bags in no time. Eight simple projects will introduce crocheting skills
like basic stitches, chaining, increasing and decreasing, and color techniques; skills you will use often as you continue to learn. With First Time Crochet, soon you will be stitching amazing gifts and projects with
confidence.
Discusses subjects ranging from needle sizes and yarn weights to curling edges, chart reading, tight ribbing, and dropped stitches, in a question-and-answer format.
Introducing the first official Harry Potter knitting book—a deluxe guide to creating over 25 authentic Harry Potter knits based on the iconic films. Channel the magic of the Harry Potter films from the screen to your
needles with the ultimate knitter’s guide to the Wizarding World. Featuring over 25 magical knits pictured in gorgeous full-color photography, this book includes patterns for clothing, home projects, and keepsakes pulled
straight from the movies—and even includes a few iconic costume pieces as seen on-screen. With yarn suggestions based on the true colors used in the films, projects range from simple patterns like the Hogwarts house
scarves to more complex projects like Mrs. Weasley’s Christmas sweaters. A true fan must-have, this book also includes fun facts, original costume sketches, film stills, and other behind-the-scenes treasures. Harry
Potter: Knitting Magic is sure to have fans everywhere summoning needles, conjuring yarn, and practicing their best knitting wizardry.
Pick up your needles and get knitting Whether you're new to knitting or already a wonder with wool, The Knitting Book is a bible that no knitter should be without. With many celebrities picking up their needles and
hundreds of people getting into knitting every month, this book will help you join the trend and enjoy knitting for many years to come. Packed with essential advice, inspiring ideas and 40 trendy knitting projects, the
book includes everything you need to get started or develop your skills. Knitting terminology is demystified and step-by-step photography of each technique along with handy "galleries" of popular stitches stops you
getting your needles in a knot. Get knitting with The Knitting Book, essential for beginners and experienced knitters alike.
Knitting
Slow Knitting
An Innovative Approach to Structure and Shape with 25 Breathtaking Projects
35 simple knits kids will love to make
First Time Crochet
Vogue Knitting the Ultimate Guide for Beginners
The Official Harry Potter Knitting Pattern Book
Knitting for Beginners
The Complete Book of Knitting
A Journey from Sheep to Skein to Stitch
The Absolute Beginner's Guide: Learn By Doing - Step-by-Step Basics and Easy Projects
Step by Step Visual Guide - Learn to Knit Like a Pro in Less Than a Week!

The bestselling guide to knitting brilliant, timeless pieces This revised and refreshed third edition of Knitting For Dummies features new knitting patterns, refreshed and additional projects, a new bibliography and suppliers list, and improved step-by-step
knitting instructions. Plus, from the book, you can access step-by-step instructional videos online that enable you to see and practice the knitting techniques found in the book. From casting on to knitting in the round̶and more̶this new edition provides
refreshed content and new images and access to online videos to help you follow along with the text. The book's user-friendly online instructional videos empower you to get started knitting immediately. Includes refreshed knitting projects Empowers you
to confidently knit your own handmade creations A brand-new edition of the bestselling guide to knitting Experienced and novice knitters alike can benefit from the step-by-step instructions and informative videos included in this new edition of Knitting
For Dummies! Knitting For Dummies (9781119643203) was previously published as Knitting For Dummies (9781118661512). While this version features a new Dummies cover and design, the content is the same as the prior release and should not be
considered a new or updated product.
Like the slow foodâ€? movement, Slow Knitting encourages knitters to step back, pare down, and celebrate the craftsmanship of their work. In five chapters centered around the tenets of slow knitting̶sourcing carefully, making thoughtfully, thinking
environmentally, experimenting fearlessly, and exploring openly̶Hannah Thiessen challenges knitters of all skill levels to view their practice in a new way. Each chapter contains explorations of fiber types; profiles of well-known yarn types, makers, and
yarn suppliers; and garment patterns inspired by the featured fibers. With contributions from knitting superstars Norah Gaughan, Bristol Ivy, and many others, Slow Knitting proposes an approach to knitting that is both minimalist and all-encompassing,
and emphasizes what makes knitting a meditation, a passion, and a unique necessity.
Knitting Basics for Beginners Step By Step Visual Guide - Learn to Knit Like a Pro in Less than a Week! If you are looking at this book than I would assume you are a smart and creative person and you want to learn how to knit. That s wonderful! I am
happy to introduce you to knitting. Before we get started, I just want to remind you that you will be learning a new mechanical skill. This means your fingers will feel awkward holding the needles and manipulating the yarn for the first little while. It
doesn t take long before your body begins to memorize the movements and your knitting will pick up speed and begin to look smoother and more professional. However, for the first day or two try to be patient, concentrate on the required movement of
the needles and yarn and find the most comfortable way for YOU to knit. You are going to make errors. This a good thing because we learn more from our mistakes than we do from performing a task perfectly. In Chapter 7 I will discuss the most common
problems beginners run into and various ways to solve them. You always have options in knitting. We will begin with simple squares or swatches of knitting because they knit up quickly and you can use them to compare examples of different types of
stitches, increases, and decreases to see what they might look like in a completed garment. You can make notes about what you have learned and attach them to the swatches with a safety-pin, so you have a resource you can go back to anytime you need
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to refresh your memory. In this visual guide I teach you: What Supplies And Equipment You Will Need The Basics Of Casting On How To Hold The Needles Two Popular Methods Of Managing The Yarn Garter Stitch Knitting How To Cast Off How To Start
Your First Project Of Knitting A Scarf The Purl Stitch The Increasing And Decreasing How To Get Gauge How To Deal With 9 Common Errors And Mistakes How To Put Final Touches To Your New Creation How To Do Mattress Stitch To Join Stitch And so
much more... Enjoy your new found Hobby!
Now featuring new instructions, new illustrations, and new information, The Principles of Knitting̶beloved by knitters everywhere and one of the most requested out-of-print books for years̶finally gets the revision that fans have been clamoring for! A
treasured guide beloved by knitters everywhere, the classic book The Principles of Knitting is finally available again in a fully revised and updated edition. This is the definitive book on knitting techniques, with valuable information for everyone from
beginners to experienced knitters. June Hiatt presents not only a thorough, thoughtful approach to the craft, but also a passion for carrying on the art of knitting to future generations. She has repeatedly tested the various techniques and presents them
with clear, easy-to-follow instructions̶as well as an explanation of what each one can contribute to your knitting. Informed by decades of experience and thousands of hours of practice, this comprehensive resource offers a variety of ways to approach
every skill and technique and offers solutions that can help solve the most challenging aspects of any knitting project. The Principles of Knitting has been totally rewritten̶new instructions, new illustrations, and new information. While the basics of
knitting have not changed much, June s understanding of the material has deepened over the last twenty-five years, and she s eager to share what she has learned with the knitting world. In addition, the book has been reorganized to make it easier to
use and has a gorgeous new design. Reading The Principles of Knitting is like having a knitting mentor by your side who can answer any knitting question you have in an honest, intelligent, informed manner.
Debbie Bliss is one of the world's most respected knitwear designers, authors, and teachers--and The Knitter's Book of Knowledge is the distillation of her decades of experience into a single, indispensable reference. With information on everything from
needles and yarns to tensioning and casting on, from basic stitches to buttonholes and beading, from cabling and entrelac to finishing embellishments, it's the ultimate guide for beginners and experienced knitters alike.
In Knitting for Children, Claire Montgomerie shares the secrets of her successful knitting classes that show little ones how to create their own toys, accessories, and more. Packed with great projects suitable for children aged 7â€ 12, and with projects
that cover a range of skill levels, kids will eagerly progress through the 35 easy-to-follow patterns and variations. The â€œGetting startedâ€ section gives essential guidance, covering not only all the knitting basics, but also how to finger knit, make
tassels, put together pompoms, and more. Claire has chosen yarns that are smooth and simple to knit, with the weight suitable for smaller hands. Start with the snake scarfâ€ itâ€™s a fun but easy project that teaches the basics, and once theyâ€™ve
mastered this piece, your child will be straight onto the next challenge. They can try the cozy mouse mittens and then move on to a pretty ragdoll, or stitch the colorful patchwork blanket before making a cute teddy bear. This book provides the perfect
way to introduce your child to a fun craft that will be useful for the rest of their life.
Everything you need to teach yourself how to knit, from casting on to creating your own designs. This new edition of DK's knitting bible takes you from beginner to expert, with hundreds of step-by-step techniques, more than 120 stitch patterns for a
variety of knitting stitches, and 20 knitting projects suitable for all abilities. Fully illustrated and easy to use, The Knitting Book is a one-stop resource for beginners and a rich source of inspiration for avid knitters who want to progress their skills and try
new stitch patterns. Each technique is shown in clear photographic steps and explained with helpful annotations and arrows, from basic casting on to intricate Fair Isle and cable patterns. A photographic stitch gallery showcases over 120 different stitches
to inspire you - try your hand at everything from garter stitch to intarsia, or customize projects with your own stitch choices. This updated edition features 10 brand-new project patterns, including an arm knitting pattern, as well as 10 projects from the
original edition that have been reimagined with new yarns and fresh colors. Simple, clear, and comprehensive, The Knitting Book is the only book you need to progress your skills and create your own beautiful, unique pieces.
This reference provides a full history of hand knitting by tracing the development and refinement of the craft. With special attention to the social aspects of knitting, it examines the changes in tools and techniques within different regions. Examined in
detail are the history of European knitting before 1500, knitting in Britain from Henry VIII to the Commonwealth, from the Restoration to 1835, during the 19th century, and during World War I and after. Further explorations consider local traditions in
the British Isles, knitting as practiced east of the Adriatic, and developments in the Americas. Absorbing reading for knitters and nonknitters alike, this book also defines knitting in relation to other yarn crafts such as crochet and nalbinding and offers a
historical glossary and a transcription of the earliest known English knitting pattern.
Big Book of Knitting
A Complete Guide to Essential Knitting Techniques
The Principles of Knitting
First Book of Modern Lace Knitting
34 Fashionable Pieces You Can Make in a Day
The Ultimate Knitting Book
The Penguin Knitting Book
A First Book of Knitting for Children
Star Wars: Knitting the Galaxy
Knitting For Dummies
Knitting For Dummies®, Mini Edition
Knitting for Children
Gathering for their weekly knitting club at a small yarn shop on Manhattan's upper west side, a group of friends shares such challenges as raising children, navigating the ups and downs of
their education and careers, and pursuing uncertain relationships. Reprint.
Easy-to-follow, full-color instructions for more than 15 projects explain basic techniques. Charming patterns include scarves, hats, bracelets, toys, and ornaments. Great for kids as well
as beginners of all ages.
Presents step-by-step instructions for a variety of knitting projects, including scarves, sweaters, hats, and cardigans, along with information on materials and stitches.
Excellent guide for learning how to knit well, undertake new projects, and even create new designs. All basic procedures thoroughly explained-from casting on and binding off, to inserting
zippers and lining garments. Over 500 illustrations show how to knit and purl, increase and decrease stitches, knit left-handed, knit with more than one color, make cables, and much else.
Includes chapter on Abbreviations and Terms.
Stylish, quick big-knit pieces from fashion brand Loopy Mango Fashionable knitwear is wildly popular, as the New York Fashion Week runways and pages of Vogue will tell you. Loopy Mango
Knitting offers one-of-a-kind statement pieces that you’ve seen in stores and can now make at home. With bold colors and chic styles, Loopy Mango is always ahead of the trends, creating
lasting designs that complement any wardrobe. And their big yarn makes the pieces easy to complete in a day! With beautiful photography, accessible instructions, and plenty of tips and
techniques, new and experienced knitters alike will find a lot to love in Loopy Mango’s first book.
The Penguin Knitting Book by James Norbury is a charming how-to-knit classic packed with delightfully vintage advice. Knitting fills a fascinating page in the human story. I know of no homecraft that enjoys the universal popularity of hand-knitting James Norbury's The Penguin Knitting Book, first published in 1957, is a how-to guide for the experienced knitter as well as the
beginner. Full of wit and charm as well as tips and techniques for the contemporary knitter, The Penguin Knitting Book entertainingly illustrates all things vintage in the world of wool.
Along with telling you how to knit, The Penguin Knitting Book includes original vintage patterns for every member of the family. Babies' coats, pullovers for father, sweaters for the
teenager, dresses, jumpers, coats and cardigans, you will find them all in this charming aid to better knitting. 'James Norbury was the strongest single influence in British knitting during
the twenty-five years after the Second World War' Sir Bishop Richard Rutt, author of A History of Hand Knitting '[In the late 1960s] there was a chap called James Norbury, who had his own
knitting show on the BBC. I sat in on some of the programmes, and good stuff it was, too. I learned lots of racy stuff about 'knit one, purl one'' Sir David Attenborough 'Knitting is the
saving of a life' Virginia Woolf James Norbury wrote The Penguin Knitting Book in 1957. He travelled extensively throughout the world, studying every aspect of the knitter's craft. A
knitting historian, teacher and designer as well as a television star on his own BBC knitting show, he was Chief Designer for Patons and one of the foremost authorities on the history of
knitting.
A guide to knitting, making, and living a slow and thoughtful lifestyle all year long Slow Knitting introduced crafters to a process of more mindful making through ï¬?ve basic tenets:
source carefully, make thoughtfully, think seasonally, experiment fearlessly, and explore openly. Now, this seasonal approach encourages knitters to delve deeper into those concepts,
applying them to everyday making through a series of essays, projects, and patterns that explore the life of a knitter throughout the year. Organized similarly to a seasonal planting guide
or farmer’s almanac, each chapter and section is designed to identify and encourage small ways that knitters may begin to employ noticeable change: organizing your yarn stash, carving out
time for knitting, and starting on that baby blanket in a timely manner. The ideas explored here add up to a fuller, more mindful year, all through the joyful experience that is knitting.
Learn the Basic Stitches and Techniques
The official Star Wars knitting pattern book
Easy-to-Follow Instructions and More Than 15 Projects
Seasonal Slow Knitting
Learn to Knit
The A-Z Guide to Have You Knitting in 3 Days (Includes 15 Knitting Patterns)
A Second Book
Harry Potter: Knitting Magic
Loopy Mango Knitting
Knitting Basics for Beginners
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